NO STATIC INC INSTALL ELECTRO-VOICE® EVIDS™ THROUGHOUT
NATIONAL RESTAURANT CHAIN
Burbank, CA (February 27, 2004): Audio, video and lighting production and
installation specialists No Static (www.nostatic.tv) have been busy bringing
the inimitable sound and style of Electro-Voice EVID loudspeakers to a hot
new national chain of restaurants. Yard House is the name, Classic Rock,
great food and the World’s largest selection of draft beer is the game. This
sounds like a simple formula for a good time – with sound being an essential
element of the whole Yard House experience. No Static’s Dave Meek
described how EVIDs made the grade at the rock-themed restaurants:

EVID C8.2 ceiling speakers – heard but not seen in stylish surroundings

“The EVIDs have proven to be perfect for the Yard House restaurants, which
are currently located mostly here in Southern California, but are steadily
going national. We just built a system in Denver, and one is scheduled to go
into the new Chicago location. Though these are bar/restaurants, we install
systems to deliver more of a nightclub sound quality. Take the San Diego
location: there’s an EVID C8.2 ceiling speaker above just about every booth
in the place. The owners wanted loud and clean sound - people come here
to listen to rock, and the EVIDs don’t disappoint – there’s none of the tinny
sound many people associate with compact speakers. The 8.2s carry a lot

of bass, and are in general a very full sounding speaker. They're also really
easy to install and look great - in as much as you can hear them clearly
without noticing they're there at all visually. In the private dining areas we
used four of the surface-mountable EVID 6.2T speakers. Those are serious
speakers for their size, and look great. Outside we used the 3.2s as a
compact, weatherproof speaker that could still deliver quality sound. In
Denver we used 12 of the 6.2s outside in the patio area - there's an EVID for
every application. In Pasadena, for example, we used (26) C8.2s inside and
(6) C8.2HCs outside in the patio area up in a high roof space. They sound
amazing up there – the coverage and intelligibility are phenomenal. The
latest location is in Chicago, scheduled to open in May. We're putting in 20
to 40 speakers at each location, depending on the size. We specified EVIDs
for a number of other jobs like this. We're taking out the old sound systems
at Flemings, a chain of steakhouses, and replacing them with all EV.
Another hot spot for EVIDs is Lucille’s Smoke House in Las Vegas, into
which we’ll be putting no less than 54 speakers! We recommend EVIDs
because you simply can’t beat them in these kinds of applications, and we
know our clients won’t be disappointed.”

(more)

For full details on all Electro-Voice products,
please visit www.electrovoice.com

Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc.,
a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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